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Abstract— We introduce a traffic demand aware cost model
for the creation of overlay routing networks. We investigate the
effects on the created network topologies when the traffic demand
between nodes is considered. The resulting network topologies
often differ dramatically from topologies formed when traffic
demand between nodes is not weighed. We found that the global
network characteristics were changed as well as individualnode
placement in the topology. Our results clearly show that the
overlay network topology is adapted to reflect the underlying
traffic demand distribution. We conclude that overlay network
topologies formed using a traffic demand aware cost model are
better suited to carry the traffic demand between nodes.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The growth of peer-to-peer and multimedia applications
has created a greater need for performance and quality of
service (QoS) guarantees over the Internet. Unfortunately, the
Internet does not provide such guarantees. Overlay routing
networks, or simply, overlay networks, have been presented
as a solution to these functional limitations of the Internet [1]
[2] [3]. An overlay network is an application-layer, logical
network. Applications can route data through the underlay
network directly, or through intermediate nodes in the overlay
network. Consequently, applications can choose routing paths
that provide improved performance and QoS based on a variety
of metrics. An open problem in the development of overlay
networks is the creation of the network topology.

Game-theoretic approaches to network topology creation
have been proposed [4] [5]. These approaches define a cost
model, and nodes act selfishly to create logical links in the
overlay network such that their cost is minimized. While both
approaches consider network locality, neither considers the
traffic demand between nodes in their cost models. We believe
that network topologies created using a traffic demand aware
cost model will differ significantly from topologies formedby
traffic demand ignorant cost models. We further believe that
the resulting topologies will be reflective of the underlying
traffic demand patterns.

We propose a cost model that includes the traffic demand
between nodes. This is an extension of the cost models pre-
sented in previous work [4] [5] and is suggested by Fabrikant,
et al. in Section 6 [4]. A closely related cost model has been
presented by the authors [6]. We include a thorough analysis
of the topologies that are formed with the traffic demand

aware cost model. During our analysis, we introduce the idea
of popular and greedynodes to characterize common traffic
demand distributions. We find traffic demand aware overlay
networks often differ dramatically with respect to the overall
topology and node placement when different traffic demand
distributions are considered. Our results clearly show that
network topologies formed from traffic demand aware cost
models are adapted to reflect the underlying traffic demand
distribution and carry the traffic demand effectively.

This work differs from the work previous work [4] [5]
by explicitly examining the effect of traffic demand on the
overlay network topologies formed. Other cost models have
been proposed that consider traffic demand and load between
nodes [7]. However, they only analyze the cost of existing
overlay network topologies, rather than considering the effect
on network formation.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section II we
examine related work. We introduce a traffic demand aware
cost model for network formation in Section III. Section IV
presents the effects of considering traffic demand on overlay
network topologies. We conlude and discuss future work in
Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Most overlay network topologies can be classified as either
structured or unstructured. Structured overlay networks form
organized topologies and then determine routing paths using
common network routing protocols. RON is built on a com-
plete graph topology [1]. Several systems, such as CAN [8]
and Tapestry [2], use dynamic hash tables to form the overlay
mesh. While most structured network topologies are static,
some approaches, such as Narada [9], adapt the topology to
changing network dynamics. Unstructured overlay networks
topologies select neighbors through a predominately random
process. Most modern peer-to-peer systems, such as Gnutella,
are unstructured [10].

Recently, game-theoretic approaches have been proposed to
create overlay network topologies [4] [5] [11]. Nodes pay for
the logical links they establish and benefit from the network
formed. Nodes are selfish, acting in their own interest to
minimize their cost. Our work is an extension of the cost model
presented by Fabrikant, et al. [4]. Others have used this cost



model to characterize selfishly constructed overlay networks
[5]. However, previous research has not considered the impact
of traffic demand on the overlay network topologies.

The weighted network creation game, with weights corre-
sponding to the traffic demand between nodes, is equivalent to
our cost model when the linking cost is equal to the number of
links created. Upper and lower bounds on the price of anarchy
for the weighted network creation game are given by Albers,
et al. [12]. Using the stretch instead of the distance between
nodes has been proposed [11]. Related cost models have also
been proposed in which nodes share the cost of edges and can
pay for non-adjacent edges [13].

III. T RAFFIC DEMAND AWARE COST MODEL

We assume that each node needs to select its neighbors in a
distributed fashion. Each node has imperfect information and
does not know the other nodes’ neighbors. LetG = (N, L) be
the graph representing the overlay network andGu = (N, E)
be the graph representing the underlay, or physical, network.
N is the set of nodes that are in both the overlay and physical
network, while the set of logical linksL can be different from
the set of physical linksE. A logical link l ∈ L is constructed
on a path composed of physical linkse ∈ E. Each nodei ∈ N

has a traffic demand toward a node subsetSi ⊆ N . Let ti,j
be the traffic demand between nodei and nodej in the subset
Si. The objective for each node is to create logical links to
a subset of nodes,Bi ∈ 2N−{i}, such that its total cost is
minimized. We define cost using two components:

1) Link cost: cost to create and maintain a logical link
between nodei to nodej

2) Transport cost: cost to transport the traffic demand
between nodesi andj

The cost for nodei to connect to each nodej ∈ Bi and carry
traffic demandti,j to each nodej ∈ Si is defined as the sum
of the link cost and transport cost:

Ci = α
∑

j∈Bi

hi,j +
∑

j∈Si

dG(i, j)ti,j (1)

whereα is the relative cost of creating a logical link to the
cost of transporting the traffic demand through the existing
network,hi,j is the linking cost betweeni andj, anddG(i, j)
is the distance in the overlay network to nodej (∞ if j is
unreachable fromi). The total cost of the overlay network is
defined as:

C(G) =
∑

i∈N

Ci (2)

It is important to note that the linking cost betweeni and
j, is a general function that can represent a wide variety of
metrics. The transport cost term in (1) can also be thought
of as a generalized distance function [5]. Additionally, once a
logical link has been established fromi to j any node in the
network can use the link. We do not consider the link to be
directed in terms of its use and for calculation ofdG.

IV. RESULTS

We start with a randomly connected overlay graph,|N | =
20, and assume a fully connected underlay withhi,j = 1
unless specified otherwise. The traffic demand is normally
distributed with mean and variance of one. Negative traffic
demand values are rounded to zero. Like previous work [5],
we use an iterative exhaustive search of each node’sstrategy
space until equilibrium is reached. Each node, in turn, chooses
a strategy,Bi ∈ 2N−{i}, that minimizes its cost with respect
to the rest of the graph. This process is repeated until a
Nash equilibrium is reached, that is, no node can lower its
cost without some other node first increasing its cost. An
equilibrium is reached using this procedure, but it is not
necessarily a global optimal network [4] [12].

A. Normal traffic demand

We first contrasted the overlay network topologies formed
when the traffic demand between nodes is not considered with
those formed when normal traffic demand between nodes is
considered. The iterative exhaustive search procedure wasused
until equilibrium was reached. Figure 1 shows the resulting
topologies for differing values forα.

For α = 0.5, the network topology is a partially connected
graph when traffic demand is considered (Figure 1(e)). The
change in topology increases the transport cost slightly, but the
link cost is greatly reduced over the complete graph topology
formed when traffic demand is ignored (Figure 1(a)). On the
other hand, whenα = 1, as in Figures 1(b) and 1(f), the
link cost is higher when traffic demand is considered, but the
transport cost is considerably lower. It should be noted that our
results differ from the work of Chun et al. [5] with respect
to α = 1. We found the equilibrium topology to be a star
rather than a partially connected graph when the traffic demand
between nodes is ignored. However, it is noted by Fabrikant
et al. [4] that the star topology is also a Nash equilibrium for
α = 1, albeit the worst one. Whenα = 5, there is no change
in the cost when considering traffic demand as both topologies
are stars, Figures 1(c) and 1(g). Surprisingly, the total network
cost is actually slightly higher whenα = 60 and normal traffic
demand is used, Figures 1(d) and 1(h).

We next constrained the maximum degree of a node by
setting the linking costhi,j to infinity if either nodei or j

has degree equal to the maximum degree [5]. We assume
a maximum degree of four. Figure 2 shows the network
topologies for varying traffic demand models whenα = 60.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the topologies formed when traffic
demand is not considered and when normal traffic demand
is considered, respectively. Both trees have a diameter of six
and have equivalent node degree distributions. However, the
characteristic path length is decreased when the traffic demand
is considered. Forα <= 5, there was little change in the
overall topologies formed when considering normal traffic
demands. The changes that occurred were more subtle. We
expound on these types of changes in the following sections.
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(a) α = 0.5
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(b) α = 1
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(c) α = 5
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(d) α = 60
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(e) α = 0.5
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(f) α = 1
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(g) α = 5
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(h) α = 60

Fig. 1. Equilibrium network topologies found using iterative exhaustive search. The cost model used for graphs (a)-(d)does not account for traffic demand
between nodes. Graphs (e)-(h) were created using a traffic demand aware cost model. The direction of the edge between nodes indicates which node paid for
the logical link.

(a) Traffic demand ignorant (b) Normal traffic demand (c) Node 4 is popular

Fig. 2. Network topologies for different traffic demand models when the maximum node degree is constrained andα = 60. The traffic demand ignorant
network in Figure (a) has a higher characteristic path length than the traffic demand aware network in Figure (b) despite the networks having equivalent
diameter and node degree distribution. Node 4 is a root node,rather than a leaf, when the traffic demand towards it is increased, Figure (c).

B. Popular nodes

We next considered the concept ofpopularnodes. A popular
node is a node that has traffic demand towards it that is
significantly higher than the mean traffic demand between
nodes. We expected the presence of popular nodes would have
a large impact on the topologies created. We also expected
the basic topologies would remain the same, but the popular
nodes would become root nodes rather than leaf nodes in the
tree topologies. We used the normal traffic demand pattern
described previously, but with an increase of the mean traffic
demand towards node 4 by a factor of five. Initially, we did
not constrain the degree of the nodes.

As expected the overall network topologies remained similar
when using the modified traffic demand distribution. However,
as shown in Table I, the degree of node 4 has increased for

TABLE I

DEGREE OF POPULAR NODE FOR VARYING VALUES OFα

Normal traffic demand Node 4 is popular

α degree in degree degree in degree

0.5 16 6 19 9

1 12 5 19 12

5 1 0 19 19

60 1 1 1 1

α < 60. The change in degree is a direct result of other
nodes creating logical links towards node 4, as evident when
observing the in degree of node 4. The implications of this
change are clearly seen in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). When node



4 is popular it becomes the root node in the topology rather
than a leaf node.

Surprisingly, whenα = 60, we see no change in the
topology. Node 4 is still a leaf node. While this result was
initially surprising, on closer examination it is easily explained.
Observe in Figure 4(a) that most of the nodes do not create
any logical links in the overlay network. These nodes use the
network for their benefit without contributing to the rest of
the network. This freeriding behavior in overlay networks has
been observed [5] and extensivly studied by others [14].

While there is no change in the topology forα = 60
when the maximum node degree is unconstrained, the topology
does change when the maximum node degree is constrained.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the result of node 4 being popular.
Under normal traffic demand conditions, node 4 is a leaf node.
However, when node 4 is popular it becomes a root node in
the topology. This happens because fewer nodes are able to
freeride when the maximum node degree is constrained. This
results in a topology that is better adapted to the underlying
traffic demand distribution.

C. Greedy nodes

In addition to popular nodes, we examined the effect of
greedy nodes on the network topology. A greedy node is
a node that has significantly higher traffic demand towards
other nodes than the mean traffic demand between nodes.
We expected greedy nodes to take advantage of the existing
network topology to decrease transport costs.

We used the normal traffic demand distribution described
previously, with an increase by a factor of five in the mean
traffic demand of node 4 towards other nodes. We do not
constrain the degree of the nodes.

TABLE II

DEGREE OF GREEDY NODE FOR VARYING VALUES OFα

Normal Traffic Demand Node 4 is “greedy”

α degree out degree degree out degree

0.5 16 10 19 13

1 12 7 19 14

5 1 1 19 16

60 1 0 1 1

As expected the overall network topologies remained simi-
lar. However, as shown in Table II, the degree and out degree
of node 4 significantly increased. Forα = 5, node 4 has
become the root node in the star topology rather than a leaf
node, see Figure 3. This is a result of node 4 creating more
logical links towards the other nodes as shown by the increase
in the out degree. Another interesting result is whenα = 60.
As noted previously, whenα is large most nodes have little
incentive to create logical links towards other nodes. But when
node 4 is greedy, it exploits the existing network topology and
creates a logical link towards the root node of the tree, as
shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Network topology forα = 5. Nodes 0, 5, and 18 have high
traffic demand towards nodes 5, 3, and 10, respectively, and therefore, create
additional logical links towards them when traffic demands are considered in
the cost model.
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D. High traffic demand links

We next considered increased traffic demand between just
two nodes. This differs from the popular and greedy nodes
in that the traffic demand remains the same towards the most
other nodes; there is just a specific node towards which there
is high traffic demand. Figure 5 shows the network topology
for such a scenerio. Surprisingly, the graph is no longer a tree.
The basic star topology can clearly be identified, but additional
logical links have formed where there is high traffic demand
between the nodes.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We introduced a cost model for overlay network creation
that includes the traffic demand between nodes. We showed
that the traffic demand aware cost model formed network
topologies with reduced link cost and transport cost, depending
on the network parameters. We also introduced the concept of
popular and greedy nodes and showed the effects of such nodes
on the network topologies. Finally, we showed that high traffic
demand links have a profound effect on the network topology.
Consequently, we conclude that overlay network topologies
formed from a traffic demand aware cost model are better
suited to carry the traffic demand between nodes.

For future work we will consider networks of larger size
and realistic topologies. We also plan to study the effects
of heterogeneous nodes in the formation of overlay network
topologies. This will necessitate the use of heuristic and
stochastic approaches to network formation, since the ex-
haustive search method is exponential time complexity in the
number of nodes. We plan to use the network characteristics
found in this work to develop the heuristic approaches.
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